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TRAVERTINE- 

ALABASTRINO RUSTICO 
Off white, ivory beige and smoke color with soft black layers in a monochromatic, linear direction 

      
    Coordinating Specialty Mosaics: 

Field Tiles Finish List 
Price/SF 

Weight/SF   

2” x 8” x 3/8" Vein Cut, Polished $25.70  5lbs 

 
 

BROKEN JOINT 001-
Alabastrino Rustico 
Tumbled 
 
1 sheet =12 x 11.8 0.98 SF   
1 sheet- 6lbs  
 
$42.40 /sheet 
 
BROKEN JOINT 003- 
Alabastrino Rustico 
Tumbled 
 
1 sheet =12 x 11, 0.92 SF    
1 sheet- 6lbs 
 
$39.70 /sheet 

12” x 24” x 1/2” Vein Cut, Polished  6.5lbs 

12” x 24” x 1/2" Vein Cut, Honed  6.5lbs 

12” x 24” x 3/4" Ondulato Geo 
Relief 

 6lbs 

Slabs Finish List 
Price/SF 

Weight/SF 

3/4" (Random)   Polished $58.30  12lbs 
    
    
Material Facts:    
Alabastrino Rustico travertine is cut along with the direction of its 
layered movement which distinctively adds the vein cut phrase 
to its description. Naturally layered veins will differ on each tile. 
Therefore, it is recommended just like with any other natural 
stone tile, to make a dry layout and ensure a blend with 
owner/buyer approval prior to installation. Lot range photos are 
posted online and can also be emailed upon request. Please 
encourage your client to order lot samples.    
    
InstallationTip:    
Vein cut travertine should not be cut down to other sizes for a 
custom tile design. Back of Alabastrino Rustico tiles might be 
coated fully or partially with fiber mesh or epoxy resin to 
reinforce the material and prevent breakage during production. 
Please advise the installer to pay attention to the back of the 
tiles before setting. Quality brand, high-bond modified, or epoxy 
thin set adhesives are recommended for setting. Grout joint 
should be decided at the discretion of the buy with a minimum of 
1/16”.    

  
SKYLINE- OLD EDITION 

“ Special Order Only “ 
Alabastrino Rustico 
Splitface 
 
1 sheet =12 x 11.5, 0.96 SF    
1 sheet- 6lbs  
 
$61.10 /sheet 
 
 

    

 

SKYLINE- NEW EDITION 
Alabastrino Rustico 
Splitface 

    
    
     
    1 sheet =12 x 11, 0.92 SF    

1 sheet- 7.5lbs     
     
    $61.10 /sheet 
      
   

 
   

      


